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1. Introduction
In this paper, we introduce and study sectorial classes of matrix-valued Stieltjes
functions. These classes are the familiesScot  (with  2 .0;p=2/) of Cnn-valued
functions analytic in the open upper half-plane CC and such that the kernels
N.z/ − N.w/
z − w (1.1)
and
K.w; z/ D zN.z/ − w
N.w/
z − w − cot  N.w/
N.z/ (1.2)
are positive there (in the sense of reproducing kernels; see Definition 2.1). The po-
sitivity of the kernel (1.1) means that N is in particular a Herglotz–Nevanlinna func-
tion.
For 0 < 1 6 2 < p=2, we have
Scot 1 Scot 2 S; (1.3)
whereS denotes the family of Cnn-valued Stieltjes functions (which corresponds
to the case  D p=2), as follows from
K1 D K2 C .cot 1 − cot 2/N.w/N.z/ 6 K2 6 Kp=2:
(Recall that for two functions A.z;w/ and B.z;w/ positive in a set E, the expression
A 6 B means that the difference B − A is still positive on E.)
These classes appear, as we will prove in the sequel, in the theory of -sectori-
al operators. When det.In − cot  N.z// is not identically vanishing, the positivity
condition (1.2) is equivalent to the fact that
n.z/ D zN.z/.In − cot  N.z//−1 (1.4)
is a Herglotz–Nevanlinna function; see Lemma 2.3. It is therefore maybe no surprise
that an important role is played in the sequel by the matrix of coefficients of the
linear fractional transformation (1.4), i.e., by the matrix function
P.z/ D

zIn 0
−cot  In In

: (1.5)
In fact, we will see that the automorphism of rational matrix-functions defined by
A.W/.z/ D P.z/W.z/P .z/−1; (1.6)
where W is a C2n2n-valued rational function, has a fundamental role here. This
automorphism preserves the class of J-unitary rational functions, where
J D

0 −iIn
iIn 0

: (1.7)
The paper consists of 11 sections beside Section 1 and is divided into two parts. Part
I consists of Sections 2–7, and is devoted to the study of the bitangential interpola-
tion problem of Nudelman and Ball–Gohberg–Rodman in the classesScot . In Part
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II, we study the connections with the theory of -sectorial operators.We consider a
new type of solutions of Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation problems, so-called explicit
system solutions generated by Brodskii–Livsic colligations, and find conditions on
interpolation data of their existence and uniqueness. We point out the connections
between sectorial Stieltjes classes and sectorial operators, and find out new proper-
ties of the classical Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation matrices (in the scalar case). We
present in terms of interpolation data the exact formula for the angle of sectorial-
ity of the main operator in the explicit system solution as well as the criterion for
this operator to be extremal. The interpolation model for nonselfadjoint matrices is
established.
The table of contents gives a more detailed idea of the structure of the paper.
Part I
Interpolation in the familiesScot 
2. Some preliminaries
First we recall the definition of a positive function (see [10,29,32]). For a review
of the role of positive functions in system theory, see e.g. [1].
Definition 2.1. Let X be some set. The Cnn-valued function K.z;w/ defined for
z;w 2 X is called positive in X if it is hermitian: K.z;w/ D K.w; z/ and if for all
choices of m 2 N and w1; : : : ; wm 2 CC the m  m hermitian matrix with ‘; j entry
equal to K.wj ;w‘/ is nonnegative.
In the sequel we study interpolation in the classes Scot . The general bitangen-
tial interpolation problem in the Stieltjes class was studied in [2], based on ideas
developed in [3]. As in these papers, it is more convenient to consider the projective
version of the classesScot .
Definition 2.2. A pair of Cnn-valued functions N and M meromorphic in CC is in
the class PScot  if
rank

N.z/
M.z/

D n (2.1)
at all points of analyticity of N and M (at the possible exception of a zero set) and if
the kernels
M.w/N.z/ − N.w/M.z/
z − w (2.2)
and
zM.w/N.z/ − wN.w/M.z/
z − w − cot  N.w/
N.z/
are positive in CC.
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If det M.z/ 6 0, it follows in particular that the function M−1N is in the class
Scot  . The pair is then said to have a function representative.
Lemma 2.3. Let N 2Scot  and assume
det.In − cot  N.z// 6 0; z 2 CC: (2.3)
Then, the function n.z/ defined by (1.4) is in the Herglotz–Nevanlinna class.
Proof. It suffices to write
zN.z/ − zN.z/
z − z − cot  N.z/
N.z/
D .In − cot  N.z/
/.zN.z// − zN.z/.In − cot  N.z//
z − z
D .In − cot  N.z//
zN.z/.In − cot N.z//
−1 − .zN.z/.In − cot N.z//−1/
z − z
.In − cot N.z//: 
3. J-unitary rational functions and the automorphism (1.6)
In this section, we study the automorphism of rational matrix-functions defined
by (1.6) and develop the analog of Section 3.2 of [3] in the present setting. The case
cot  D 0 corresponds (up to the change of variable z 7! 1=z) to [3, Section 3.2]. Let
W be a C2n2n-valued rational function analytic at infinity. We set
W.z/ D

D11 D12
D21 D22

C

C1
C2

.zIm − A/−1.B1 B2/
to be a minimal realization of W, where the Dij 2 Cnn, Ci 2 Cnm and Bi 2 Cmn
for i; j 2 f1; 2g. The function W is assumed moreover to be analytic at the origin. The
block entries ofA.W/.z/ D P.z/W.z/P .z/−1 are given by
.A.W//11.z/DD11 C cot  D12 C C1.zIm − A/−1.B1 C cot  B2/; (3.1)
.A.W//12.z/DzD12 C zC1.zIm − A/−1B2; (3.2)
.A.W//21.z/D 1
z

D21 C cot  .D22 − D11/ − .cot /4 D12
C .C2 − cot  C1/.zIm − A/−1.B1 C cot  B2/

;
.A.W//22.z/DD22 − cot  D12 C .C2 − cot  C1/.zIm − A/−1B2: (3.3)
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The analyticity of this function at infinity forces D12 D 0. Taking into account this
condition, analyticity at the origin implies that
D21 C cot  .D22 − D11/ − .C2 − cot  C1/A−1.B1 C cot  B2/ D 0: (3.4)
The functions under consideration are J-unitary on the real line. The theory of mini-
mal realization and factorization of these functions was done in [8], from which the
following result is taken (specialized to the present choice of signature matrix J).
Theorem 3.1. Let W be a C2n2n-valued rational function analytic at infinity and
let W.z/ D D C C.zIm − A/−1B be a minimal realization of W. The function W
takes J-unitary values on the real line if and only if the following conditions hold: D
is J-unitary and there exists a hermitian and invertible matrix P such that
AP − PA D C1C2 − C2C1; (3.5)
B D P−1.C2 − C1 /D: (3.6)
The hermitian matrix P is called the associated hermitian matrix to the given
minimal realization.
Theorem 3.2. Let W be a C2n2n-valued rational function J-unitary on the real line
and analytic at the origin and at infinity, and let a minimal realization of W be given
by W.z/ D D C C.zIm − A/−1B; with associated hermitian matrix P. The function
A.W/ is analytic at the origin and at infinity if and only if D21 D 0 and
D21 D cot  .D11 − D22/ C C42 P4
−1
C
4
2

D11: (3.7)
The matrix
P4 D PA C C1C42 (3.8)
is invertible and hermitian and a minimal realization ofA.W/ is given by
A.W/.z/D

I2n C

C1A
C
4
2

.zIm − A/−1P4−1.C42
 − AC1 /



In −C1P−1C1
0 In

D11 0
0 D22

; (3.9)
where
C
4
2 D C2 − cot  C1: (3.10)
Finally, a minimal realization of W is given by
W.z/DI2n C

C1
C2

.zIm − A/−1P−1.C2 − C1 /

 
In 0
C
4
2 P
4−1C42

In
!
D11 0
cot .D11 − D22/ D22

; (3.11)
where D11 and D22 satisfy D11D22 D In.
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Proof. We first check that the matrix P4 is hermitian and solves the Lyapunov
equation
AP4 − P4A D AC1C42 − C42

C1A: (3.12)
To check that P4 is hermitian we write (taking into account the Lyapunov equation
(3.5)
P4 − P4 DPA C C1C42 − AP − C42

C1
DC2C1 − C1C2 C C1 C42 − C42

C1
D0:
We now check (3.12):
AP4 − P4ADA.PA C C1 C42 / − .AP C C42

C1/A
DAC1 C42 − C42

C1A:
Next, taking into account Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), D12 D 0 and (3.4), we now compute
the block entries of A.W/.A.W/.1//−1. Taking into account (3.3) and (3.6) we
have
A.W/.1/ D

In −C1P−1C1
0 In

D11 0
0 D22

: (3.13)
We first compute D21: from (3.6) we have
B1 C cot  B2 D P−1..C2 D11 − cot  C1D22/ − C1D21/: (3.14)
In conjunction with (3.4) we see that D21 solves the equation
.In C C42 A−1P−1C1 /D21
D cot .D11 − D22/ C C42 A−1P−1.C2D11 − cot  C1D22/:
Assume that det P4 6D 0. Then (and only then) is the matrix
.In C C42 A−1P−1C1 /
invertible and its inverse is given by
.In C C42 A−1P−1C1 /−1 D In − C42 P4
−1
C1 :
We then have
D21 D.In − C42 P4
−1
C1 /.cot .D11 − D22/
CC42 A−1P−1.C2D11 − cot  C1 D22//
D.cot  .D11 − D22/ C C42 A−1P−1.C2D11 − cot  C1 D22//
−C42 A−1P4
−1
C1 cot  .D11 − D22/
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−C42 P4
−1
C1C
4
2 A
−1P−1.C2D11 − cot  C1D22/
D.cot  .D11 − D22/ C C42 A−1P−1.C2D11 − cot  C1 D22//
−C42 A−1P4
−1
C1 cot  .D11 − D22/
−C42 P4
−1
.P4 − PA/A−1P−1.C2D11 − cot  C1D22/
Dcot  .D11 − D22/ C C42 P4
−1
C
4
2

D11:
Furthermore, we have
B1 C cot  B2 DP−1.C2D11 − cot  C1D22 − C1 cot  D11
CC1 cot  D22 − C1C42 P4C42

D11/ (3.15)
DP−1.Im − C1 C42 P4
−1
/C
4
2

D11
DP−1.Im − .P4 − PA/P4−1/C42

D11
DAP4−1C42

D11: (3.16)
We have moreover, taking into account (3.16),
.A.W//11.z/DD11 C C1.zIm − A/−1P−1.C2D11 − C1 D21 − cot  C1D22/
DD11 C C1.zIm − A/−1AP4−1C42

D11; (3.17)
.A.W//12.z/D.−C1P−1C1 − C1A.zIm − A/−1P−1C1 /D22;
.A.W//21.z/DC42 .zIm − A/−1P4
−1
C
4
2

D11;
.A.W//22.z/D.I − C42 .zIm − A/−1P−1C1 /D22: (3.18)
We can now compute A.W/.z/.A.W/.1//−1. In the computation of (3.20) and
(3.22) we remark that the Lyapunov equation (3.5) and the definition (3.8) of P4
imply that
P4 DPA C C1 .C2 − cot  C1/
DAP C C2C1 − C1 cot  C1
DAP C C42

C1:
The block entries ofA.W/.z/.A.W/.1//−1 are then
.A.W/.z/.A.W/.1//−1/11 D In C C1.zIm − A/−1AP4−1C42

; (3.19)
.A.W/.z/.A.W/.1//−1/12
D .A.W//11.z/D−111 C .A.W//12.z/D−122 C1P−1C1
D C1P−1C1 C C1A.zI − A/−1P4−1C42

C1P
−1C1
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−C1P−1C1 − C1A.zIm − A/−1P−1C1
D C1A.zIm − A/−1P4−1..C42

C1 − P4/P−1C1
D −C1A.zIm − A/−1P4−1AC1 ; (3.20)
.A.W/.z/.A.W/.1//−1/21 D C42 .zIm − A/−1P4
−1
C
4
2
 (3.21)
.A.W/.z/.A.W/.1//−1/22
D C42 .zIm − A/−1P4
−1
C
4
2

C1P
−1C1
CIn − C42 .zIm − A/−1P−1C1
D In C C42 .zIm − A/−1P4
−1
.C
4
2

C1 − P4/P−1C1
D In − C42 .zI − A/−1P4
−1
AC1 :  (3.22)
The matrices
V D
 
In 0
C
4
2 P
4−1C42

In
!
and V 4 D

In −C1P−1C1
0 In

(3.23)
are J-unitary and will play a central role in the sequel.
4. Bitangential interpolation for Herglotz–Nevanlinna pairs
A pair .N;M/ which satisfies the rank condition (2.1) is called a Herglotz–
Nevanlinna pair; the general bitangential interpolation problem for Herglotz–Nevanl-
inna pairs was studied in [2,4–6]. We recall the definition of the bitangential interpo-
lation problem for pairs as given in [2]. For an equivalent definition we refer to [4].
We will call a pair inPScot  canonical if it is analytic in the open upper half-plane.
Problem 4.1. Given an ordered collection
X D CC; C−; Ap; A ; BC; B−; C} (4.1)
of seven matrices CC; C− 2 Cmnp ; BC; B− 2 Cn m; Ap 2 Cnpnp ; A 2
Cn n and C 2 Cn np , the pair .C−; Ap/ being assumed observable,
1\
kD0
ker C−Akp D f0g;
and the pair .A ; BC/ being controllable,
1[
kD0
Im Ak BC D Cn ;
find all canonical pairs in PScot  such that:
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(1) The function
.zIn − A /−1.BCN.z/ C B−M.z//
is analytic in CC.
(2) There is a C‘np-valued function H.z/ meromorphic in CC and such that
N.z/
M.z/

H.z/ −

CC
C−

.zInp − Ap/−1
is analytic in CC.
(3) If H.z/ is as above, the function
.zIn − A /−1.BC B−/


N.z/
M.z/

H.z/ −

CC
C−

.zInp − Ap/−1

− .zInp − A /−1C;
is analytic in CC.
When M.z/  In, we can take
H.z/ D C−.zInp − Ap/−1
to get the bitangential interpolation problem for functions defined in Section 5. This
version of the bitangential interpolation problem for pairs in the class of Herglotz–
Nevanlinna pairs is solved in [2]. The solution in the class PScot  is presented in
Theorem 4.2; the result is not needed in the sequel and the proof is omitted; we
prove in Section 5 the corresponding result when all pairs which are solutions have
a function representative (i.e., are such that det M.z/ 6 0).
Theorem 4.2. Assume the matrices P and Q strictly positive, and build H.z/V as
in Section 5. Then, the formula
N.z/
M.z/

D H.z/V

p.z/
q.z/

(4.2)
describes the set of pairs in PScot  solution of the bitangential interpolation prob-
lem when
(
p.z/
q.z/

varies in all of PScot .
It is of interest to know under which conditions all solutions of the bitangential
interpolation problem in the set of Herglotz–Nevanlinna pairs are functions (i.e., are
such that det M.z/ 6 0), or inverse of functions (i.e., such that det N.z/ 6 0). Such
a study was done in [4, Corollary 3.5].
Proposition 4.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for all solutions to the bitan-
gential interpolation problem in the set of Herglotz–Nevanlinna pairs to be functions
is that the mapping .C− BC/ is surjective.
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5. Bitangential interpolation inScot 
In this section, we follow the paper [2]. We consider the following two-sided
residue problem.
Problem 5.1. Given an ordered collection
X D CC; C−; Ap; A ; BC; B−; C} (5.1)
of seven matrices CC; C− 2 Cmnp ; BC; B− 2 Cn m; Ap 2 Cnpnp ; A 2
Cn n and C 2 Cn np , the pair .C−; Ap/ being assumed observable,
1\
kD0
ker C−Akp D f0g;
and the pair .A ; BC/ being controllable,
1[
kD0
Im Ak BC D Cn ;
find all functions inScot  such thatX
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1BCN.z/ D −B−; (5.2)
X
!2CC
ReszD!N.z/C−.zInp − Ap/−1 D CC; (5.3)
X
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1BCN.z/C−.zInp − Ap/−1 D C: (5.4)
The interpolation problem (5.2)–(5.4) was introduced by Ball et al. [11,12], and
solved in various classes of functions (see [11]); we refer to these papers and to
the monograph [20] for historical remarks on this problem, and mention the papers
[30,31] of Nudelman. Condition (5.4) is added here in order to take into account
the possible intersection of the spectra of the matrices A and Ap. We note that the
matrix C satisfies the Sylvester equation
CAp − AC D BCCC C B−C−: (5.5)
The solution of this problem is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let X D .CC; C−; Ap; A ; BC; B−;C/ be an admissible interpola-
tion data set such that the .np C n /  .np C n / matrix P
P D

S1 C
C S2

(5.6)
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is positive definite, where S1 and S2 are the (unique) solutions of the Lyapunov equa-
tions
S1Ap − ApS1 D C−CC − CCC−; (5.7)
S2A

 − A S2 D −BCB− C B−BC; (5.8)
and such that moreover the mapping .C−BC/ is surjective. Then the bitangential
interpolation problem .5:2/–.5:4/ has all its solutions F in the Herglotz–Nevanlinna
functions. The set of all Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions N solutions of .5:2/–.5:4/ is
described in the following way. Let
H.z/DI2n C

CC −B−
C− BC

.zInp − Ap/−1 0
0 .zIn − A /−1

P−1

C− −CC
BC B−

; (5.9)
let V be any J-unitary constant matrix and let W D HV . Then N is a Herglotz–
Nevanlinna function satisfying the interpolation conditions .5:2/–.5:4/ if and only
if
N.z/ D .W11.z/G.z/ C W12.z/H.z//.W21.z/G.z/ C W22.z/H.z//−1; (5.10)
where .G;H/ is an arbitrary Herglotz–Nevanlinna pair.
To solve the bitangential interpolation problem in the class Scot  , we show that
the function n.z/ defined by (1.4) satisfies another two-sided interpolation problem.
Proposition 5.3. Assume the function N is a solution of (5.2)–(5.4). Then, the func-
tion n.z/ defined by (1.4) solvesX
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1.BC C cot  B−/n.z/ D −AB−; (5.11)
X
!2CC
ReszD!n.z/.C− − cot  CC/.zInp − Ap/−1 D CCAp; (5.12)
X
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1.BC C cot  B−/n.z/.C− − cot  CC/
.zInp − Ap/−1 D CAp − B−.C− − cot  CC/: (5.13)
To prove this proposition we first need a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 5.4.X
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1F1.z/F2.z/
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D
X
!2CC
ReszD!.z − A /−1XF1F2.z/; (5.14)
where
XF1 D
X
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1F1.z/ (5.15)
and X
!2CC
ReszD!F1.z/F2.z/.zIn − Ap/−1
D
X
!2CC
ReszD!F1.z/YF2.zInp − Ap/−1; (5.16)
where
YF2 D
X
!2CC
ReszD!F2.z/.zInp − Ap/−1: (5.17)
Proof. We denote by γ a closed simple positively oriented contour in CC which
contains the spectrum of A . Note thatX
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1F.z/ D
1
2pi
Z
γ
.zIn − A /−1F.z/ dz:
Thus we can writeX
!2CC
ReszD!.zI − A /−1XF1F2.z/
D 1
.2pi/2
Z
γ
Z
γ
.zI − A /−1.wI − A /−1F1.w/F2.z/ dw dz
D 1
.2pi/2
Z
γ
.zI − A /−1
Z
γ
F1.w/ dw
w − z F2.z/ dz
C 1
.2pi/2
Z
γ
.wI − A /−1F1.w/
Z
γ
F2.z/ dz
z − w dw
D 1
2pi
Z
γ
.zI − A /−1F1.z/F2.z/ dz
D
X
!2CC
ReszD!.zI − A /−1F1.z/F2.z/: 
Proof of Proposition 5.3. The functions n and N commute and are related by
n.z/ − cot  N.z/n.z/ D zN.z/: (5.18)
Hence,
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.zIn − A /−1BCn.z/ − cot  .zIn − A /−1BCN.z/n.z/
D .zIn − A /−1BC.zN.z//:
Since X
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1BCN.z/ D −B−;
the first equality in the preceding lemma leads toX
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1BCn.z/
−cot 
X
!2CC
ReszD!.zIn − A /−1.−B−/n.z/ D −AB−;
and hence (5.11). The second equality is proved in much the same way and we turn to
the last one: we multiply (5.18) on the left by B4C D BC C cot  B− and by CC on
the right and write B4Cn D B4Cn C AB− − AB− and NC− D NC− − CC C CC
to obtain the equality:
B
4
Cn.z/C− Dcot .B4Cn.z/ C AB−/.N.z/C− − CC/
C cot .B4Cn.z/ C AB−/CC − cot A B−.N.z/C− − CC/
− cot AB−CC C zBCN.z/C− − zcot  B−N.z/C−;
which can be rewritten as
B
4
Cn.z/C− − cot  B4Cn.z/CC
D cot  .B4Cn.z/ C AB−/.N.z/C− − CC/
Ccot  AB−CCzBCN.z/C− C .zIn − A /cot  B−N.z/C−: (5.19)
Since the function
.zIn − A /−1.B4Cn.z/ C AB−/.N.z/C− − CC/.zInp − Ap/−1
is analytic in CC, all its residues there are equal to 0. Thus, multiplying (5.19) on the
left by .zIn − A /−1 and on the right by .zInp − Ap/−1 and applying the operatorP
!2CC Res, we obtain the required equality. 
The set of functions n inScot  which satisfy the interpolation condition (5.11)–
(5.13) is described as follows: set
C4 D CAp − B−.C− − cot  CC/; (5.20)
and S41 and S
4
2 be the solutions of the Lyapunov equations
S
4
1 Ap − ApS41 DC4− C4C − C4C C4− ; (5.21)
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S
4
2 A

 − AS42 D−B4CB4− C B4−B4C ; (5.22)
and
Q D
 
S
4
1 C
4
C4 S42
!
: (5.23)
Set
H4.z/DI2n C

CCAp −B−A
C− − cot  CC BC C cot  B−

(5.24)


.zInp − Ap/−1 0
0 .zIn − A /−1

.P4/−1

C− − cot  C− −ApCC
BC C cot  B− AB−

: (5.25)
We are in the setting of formulas (3.11) and (3.9) and we can solve the bitangential
interpolation problem in the class Scot . We need to check that P and P4 satisfy
(3.8); we thus have to verify three identities, namely,
S
4
1 DS1Ap C CC.C− − cot  CC/; (5.26)
S
4
2 DS2A − B−.BC C cot  B−/; (5.27)
C4 DCAp − B−.C− − cot  CC/:
The last one is nothing but (5.20). We turn to the first one: it is enough to show that
the matrix
X D S1Ap C CC.C− − cot  CC/
is also a solution of the Lyapunov equation (5.21): we first note that X D X: indeed,
taking into account that S1 is a solution of the Lyapunov equation (5.7), we have
X − XDApS1 C .C− − cot CC/CC − S1Ap − CC.C− − cot CC/
D−.C−CC − CCC−/ C .C− − cot CC/CC − CC.C− − cot CC/
D0:
Furthermore,
XAp − ApXDXAp − ApX
D.ApS1 C .C− − cot  CC/CC/Ap
−Ap.S1Ap C CC.C− − cot  CC/
D.C− − cot  CC/CCAp − ApCC.C− − cot  CC/
DC4− C4C − C4C C4− ;
so that X D S41 by uniqueness of the solution of the Lyapunov equation (5.21).
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Theorem 5.5. Assume that the matrices P and P4 defined by .5:6/ and .5:23/ are
strictly positive and that the mapping .C− BC/ is surjective. Then, the bitangential
interpolation problem .5:1/ has solutions inScot  . Let H be defined by the formula
.5:9/ and W D HV; where V is the J-unitary constant matrix defined by
V D
 
In 0
YP4−1Y  In
!
;
with
Y D .C− − cot  CC BC C cot  B−/:
Then the linear fractional transformation
N.z/ D .W11.z/G.z/ C W12.z/H.z//.W21.z/G.z/ C W22.z/H.z//−1; (5.28)
where .G;H/ is an arbitrary element ofPScot ; describes all solutions of problem
.5:1/ inScot  .
We note that a similar strategy was used in [9] to solve the tangential trigonomet-
ric moment problem on an interval.
Corollary 5.6. In .5:28/ assume that det H.z/ 6 0. Then, the function GH−1 is a
Stieltjes function and
lim
z!1 N.z/
D

lim
z!1.G.z/H.z/
−1/

YP4−1Y

lim
z!1.G.z/H.z/
−1/

C In
−1
:
(5.29)
In Sections 6 and 7, we illustrate these results on examples.
6. Interpolation in the classesScot : an example
We address the following problem.
Problem 6.1. Given two sets of numbers z1; : : : ; zp (with zj 6D zk ) and v1; : : : ; vp,
find all functions N 2Scot  such that
N.zj / D vj ; j D 1; : : : ; p: (6.1)
More generally, one has the tangential version.
Problem 6.2. Given p points z1; : : : ; zp in the upper half-plane and 2p set of vectors
1; : : : ; p and 1; : : : ; p in Cn, find all N 2Scot  such that
N.zj /j D j ; j D 1; : : : ; p: (6.2)
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Let P be the p  p hermitian matrix with i; j entry equal to
Pij D
j i − j i
zi − zj
: (6.3)
A necessary condition for Problem 6.2 to have a solution in the class of Herglotz–
Nevanlinna functions is that P > 0. We will assume that P > 0 and that
ker.1    p/ D f0g: (6.4)
Under these hypothesis, as recalled in Theorem 5.5, the set of solutions of Problem
6.2 in the set of Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions is described as follows: set
A D diag.z1; : : : ; zp/; C1 D .1 2    p/; C2 D .1 2    p/; (6.5)
and
H.z/ D I2n C

C1
C2

.zIp − A/−1P−1.C1C2 /

0 −In
In 0

: (6.6)
Let W D HV , with V be some fixed J-unitary matrix. A Herglotz–Nevanlinna func-
tion V satisfies the interpolation conditions .6:2/ if and only if
N.z/ D .W11.z/G.z/ C W12.z/H.z//.W21.z/G.z/ C W22.z/H.z//−1; (6.7)
where .G;H/ is an arbitrary Herglotz–Nevanlinna pair. We will use the notation
N D TH.G;H//: (6.8)
Lemma 6.3. Assume that
ker.1 − cot 1    p − cot p/ D f0g; (6.9)
and let N be a Herglotz–Nevanlinna function solution of the interpolation problem
.6:2/. Then the function .In − cot  N.z// is invertible in CC and the function .1:4/
is a Herglotz–Nevanlinna function.
Proof. Let w 2 CC and  2 Cn be such that .I − cot N.z// D 0. The positivity
of the function (1.2) implies that for every j 2 f1; : : : ; pg, the matrix
j 0
0 

K.w;w/ K.wj ;w/
K.w;wj / K.wj ;wj /

j 0
0 

is nonnegative, i.e.,0
@ 0 −w
N.w/.j −cot  j /
w−wj−wN.w/.j −cot  j /
w−wj

j K.wj ;wj /j
1
A > 0;
and hence
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N.w/.j − cot j / D 0; j D 1; : : : ; n:
From the hypothesis (6.9), we get that N.w/ D 0 and hence  D 0 since we assume
that .I − cot N.w// D 0. Hence a contradiction. 
It is readily seen that n satisfies the interpolation conditions
n.zj /.j − cot  j / D wjj ; j D 1; : : : ; p: (6.10)
This leads to another interpolation problem in the Herglotz–Nevanlinna class. A nec-
essary condition for this problem to be solvable in this class is that P4 > 0, where
.P4/i;j D

4
j


4
i − 4j


4
i
zi − zj
(6.11)
with 4j D j − cot  j and 4j D wjj for j D 1; : : : ; p. Thus:
Proposition 6.4. A sufficient condition for Problem 6:2 to have a solution in the
classScot  is that both matrices P and P4 (defined by .6:3/ and .6:11/) be strictly
positive and that the rank hypothesis .6:4/ and .6:9/ hold.
The nonnegativity of the matrices P and P4 is of course a direct consequence
of the positivity of the kernels (9.5) and (9.6). It should be noted that, even in the
case of Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions alone, the condition P > 0 is not in general
sufficient for a solution to exist.
With
C
4
1 D .41 42    4p / and C42 D .41 42    4p /; (6.12)
define H4 as H (formula (6.6)) with A as above but with P4, C41 and C42 instead of
P, C1 and C2. Set W4 D H4V 4, where V 4 is any fixed J-unitary constant matrix.
The function n is a strict Herglotz–Nevanlinna function which satisfies the interpo-
lation conditions (6.10) if and only if
n D T24.G4/; (6.13)
where G4 is an arbitrary strict Herglotz–Nevanlinna function. Taking into account
that n D TP .N/ we obtain
nDTP .N/
DTP .THV .G//
DTPHV P−1.TP .G//: (6.14)
Assume we can find J-unitary constants V and V 4 such that
P.z/H.z/V P.z/−1 D H4.z/V 4: (6.15)
Then, comparing (6.13) and (6.14), we obtain the following result:
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Theorem 6.5. Let V be a J-unitary constant such that .6:15/ holds. The set of all
solutions to Problem 6:2 in the class Scot  is given by N D THV .G;H//; where
.G;H/ is such that both .G;H/ and TP .G;H/ are Herglotz–Nevanlinna pairs.
From the results in the previous section follows that the choices
V D
 
In 0
C
4
2 P
4−1C42

In
!
; and V 4 D

In −C1P−1C1
0 In

; (6.16)
are adequate. Take A;C1; C2 and P defined in (6.5). Then, the Lyapunov equation
(3.5) is satisfied, and therefore the matrix function H defined by (6.6) is J-unitary on
the real line; it is in fact J-inner since P is not only nonsingular but assumed strictly
positive. Note that C41 and C
4
2 defined in (6.12) are in fact equal to
C
4
1 D C1A; C42 D C2 − cot  C1; (6.17)
and that P4 (defined by (6.11)) solves the Lyapunov equation (3.12).
Claim 6.6. Let P and P4 be given by .6:3/ and .6:11/, respectively. Then,
P4 D PA C C1C42 ;
where A D diag.z1; : : : ; zp/, C1 D .1 2    p/ and
C
4
2 D .1 − cot  1 2 − cot  2    p − cot  p/:
Proof. We have to prove that
.j − cot  j /zii − zj j .i − cot  i/
zi − zj
D 

j i − j i
zi − zj
zi C j .i − cot  i/;
but this is a straightforward computation. 
To conclude, it suffices to use formulas (3.9) and (3.11) with D11 D D22 D In,
i.e., take V and V 4 as in (3.23).
7. Bitangential interpolation: an example
In this section, we solve a simple case of the general bitangential interpolation
problemScot .
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Problem 7.1. Given w 2 CC and preassigned vectors 1; 2; 1; 2 2 Cn and num-
ber C 2 C, find all N such that
1 N.w/D1; (7.1)
N.w/2 D2; (7.2)
1 N.w/02 DC: (7.3)
It will be assumed that the mapping .1 2/ is surjective.
Note the compatibility condition
12 D 1 2;
which follows from (7.1) and (7.2).
The solution of Problem 7.1 in the class of Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions was
given above.
Theorem 7.2. Let
Q1 D 

1 1 − 11
w − w ; Q2 D
2 2 − 22
w − w
and
P D

Q2 C
C Q1

; (7.4)
and assume that P > 0. The set of all solutions in the Herglotz–Nevanlinna class of
the bitangential interpolation problem is described as follows: set
H.z/ D I2n C

2 1
2 1

z − w 0
0 z − w
−1
P−1

2 −2
1 −1

; (7.5)
and let W D HV; where V is any J-unitary constant matrix. Then, N is a solution of
Problem 7:1 if and only if
N.z/ D .W11.z/G.z/ C W12.z/H.z//.W21.z/G.z/ C W22.z/H.z//−1; (7.6)
where .G;H/ is an arbitrary Herglotz–Nevanlinna pair.
Lemma 7.3. Let N be a solution of the two sided Interpolation Problem 7:1. Then,
we have that det.In − cot  N.z// 6 0 and the function n.z/ defined by .1:4/ solves
the problem
.1 − cot  1/n.w/ D w1; (7.7)
n.w/.2 − cot  2/ D w2; (7.8)
.1 − cot  1/n.w/0.2 − cot  2/ D wC C 1.2 − cot  2/: (7.9)
Proof. To prove directly the invertibility of .In − cot  N.z//, we remark that N
has a (unique) extension to the open lower half-plane C− such that K.z;w/ is
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still positive in CC [ C−, namely N.z/ D N.z/. We then replace the condition
1 N.w/ D 1 by N.w/1 D 1, and we are just in the setting of the previous sec-
tion. We have .In − cot  N.z//n.z/ D zN.z/. Multiplying both sides on the left
by 1 , setting w D z and taking into account that 1 N.w/ D 1 we obtain the first
condition. The second is proved similarly. To prove the third, we differentiate .In −
cot  N.z//n.z/ D zN.z/ to obtain
.In − cot  N.z//n0.z/ − cot  N 0.z/n.z/ D N.z/ C zN 0.z/:
Replacing n by its expression in terms of N, we obtain
.In − cot  N.z//n0.z/.I − cot  N.z// D zN 0.z/ C N.z/.I − cot N.z//:
Multiplying on the left by 1 and on the right by 2 and setting z D w, we obtain the
required equality, thanks to (7.3). 
The set of strict Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions n which satisfy (7.7)–(7.9) can
be described as follows: set
C4 DwC C 1.2 − cot  2/; (7.10)

4
1 Dw1; (7.11)

4
2 Dw2; (7.12)
and

4
j Dj − cot  j ; j D 1; 2; (7.13)
Q
4
2 D

4
2


4
2 − 42


4
2
w − w ; (7.14)
Q
4
1 D

4
1


4
1 − 41


4
1
w − w ; (7.15)
and define P4 as P in formula (7.4), but with Q41 ;Q42 ;C4 instead of Q1; Q2 and
C:
P4 D
 
Q
4
2 C
4
C4 Q41
!
: (7.16)
Then,
H4.z/DI2n C

w2 w
1
2 − cot  2 1 − cot  1

z − w 0
0 z − w
−1
P4−1

2 − cot  2 −w2
1 − cot  1 −w1

; (7.17)
and let V 4 be any J-unitary constant matrix. Then the linear fractional transforma-
tion n D TH4V 4.G4/ describes the set of all solutions n. To conclude, we need to
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find constants V and V 4 which meet (6.15) for the present choices of H and H4.
For that purpose, we need to check that relationship (3.8) holds. This is a direct
computation, which we check now.
Claim 7.4. Let P and P4 be given by .7:4/ and .7:16/, respectively. Then,
P4 D PA C C1C42 ;
where A D diag.w;w/, C1 D .2 1/ and C42 D .2 1/ − cot  .2 1/.
Proof. There are three equalities to verify:
C4 DwC C 1.2 − cot  2/; (7.18)
and
Q
4
2 DwQ2 C 2.2 − cot  2/; (7.19)
Q
4
1 DwQ1 C 1.1 − cot  1/: (7.20)
The first one is just (7.10). We now check the third one. We thus have to verify that

4
1


4
1 − 41


4
1
w − w D w
 1 1 − 11
w − w C 

1.1 − cot  1/;
i.e., after multiplying both sides by .w − w/ and replacing 41 and 41 by the ex-
pressions (7.13) and (7.14), respectively,
.1 − cot  1/w1 − w1.1 − cot  1/
D w.1 1 − 11/ C w − w/1.1 − cot  1/;
which is plain. Equality (7.19) is proved in the same way. 
Part II
-Sectorial operators and interpolation in the classesScot 
8. Characteristic operator-valued functions
This section and the following ones form the second part of the paper. In the
present section, we give a number of definitions to set the operator framework of the
paper.
Definition 8.1. A Brodskii–Livsic operator colligation (or Brodskii–Livsic time-
invariant system) is an aggregate
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 D

T K J
G E

;
where G and E are Hilbert spaces, where T is a bounded linear operator from G into
itself, K is a bounded linear operator from E into G and J is selfadjoint and unitary
from E into itself, and furthermore,
Im T D KJK:
Definition 8.2. Two Brodskii–Livsic time-invariant systems 1 and 2
1 D

T1 K1 J
G1 E

; 2 D

T2 K2 J
G2 E

are unitarily equivalent if there exists a unitary operator U V G1 ! G2 such that
UT1 D T2U; UK1 D K2: (8.1)
The operator-valued function
W.z/ D I − 2i K.T − zI/−1KJ; (8.2)
is called the characteristic operator-valued function, or the transfer operator-valued
function of the Brodskii–Livsic colligation  (or of the time-invariant Brodskii–Liv-
sic system  ). The operator T is called the main operator of the system  , and the
space G is called the state space. The operator K is called the channel operator and
J is called the direction operator. The case J D I is of particular importance; the
Brodskii–Livsic system is then called a scattering system.
The function
V.z/ D i.W .z/ C I/−1.W .z/ − I/J D K.Re T − zI/−1K; (8.3)
is an operator-valued Herglotz–Nevanlinna function, i.e., is analytic in the open up-
per half-plane CC and has a positive imaginary part there. See [17,28]. As is well
known and follows from the Herglotz representation formula for a function N ana-
lytic in the open upper half-plane and with positive imaginary part there
N.z/ D A C zB C
Z
R

1
t − z −
t
t2 C 1

d.t/; (8.4)
where
A D A; B > 0;
Z
R
d.t/
t2 C 1 < 1
(see e.g. [17, pp. 23–25]), the condition
Im V.z/
Im z
> 0
is equivalent to the seemingly stronger condition that the kernel
KV .z;w/ D
V.z/ − V.w/
z − w (8.5)
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is positive in the open upper half-plane. In fact, the Herglotz representation formula
implies that the Herglotz–Nevanlinna function V has an extension to the lower open
half-plane given by V.z/ D V.z/ and for which the kernel (8.5) is still positive
in C n R.
Not every Herglotz–Nevanlinna function admits a realization of the form (8.3).
The Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions which do have such a representation are called
realizable and were characterized in [16, Theorem 9, p. 68] (see also [14,15] where
the results of [16] are announced). For other examples we also refer to [19,21–25,33].
An important problem is the study of realizability of Herglotz–Nevanlinna functions
with a bounded -sectorial operator.
For unitarily equivalent systems 1 and 2 we have W1 D W2 . The converse
statement is true for prime systems: the Brodskii–Livsic system is called prime (or
minimal; this latter terminology comes from system theory, see [13, pp. 19–21]) if it
holds that
1_
‘D0
ranT ‘K D G:
This notion is important: two prime Brodskii–Livsic systems with same transfer
function W are unitarily equivalent.
Definition 8.3. A time-invariant Brodskii–Livsic system is called an interpolation
system for the data fz‘; ‘ D 1; : : : ;mg and fv‘; ‘ D 1; : : : ;mg if it holds that
V.z‘/ D v‘; ‘ D 1; : : : ;m; (8.6)
where V is defined by .8:3/.
We will be interested in constructing, when possible, a Brodskii–Livsic scatter-
ing system with given interpolation data and with -sectorial operator. We will also
be interested in such systems with the state space G of minimal dimension. The
following uniqueness result explains the importance of this last requirement.
Theorem 8.4. Let fz‘; ‘ D 1; : : : ;mg and fv‘; ‘ D 1; : : : ;mg be an interpolation
data (as in Definition 8:3). Let 1 and 2 be two prime Brodskii–Livsic interpolation
scattering systems
1 D

T1 K1 I
G1 E

; 2 D

T2 K2 I
G2 E

;
with finite dimensional E and finite dimensional state spaces G1 and G2 (of dimen-
sions n1 and n2; respectively). Assume furthermore that
m_
‘D1
ran.T1 − z‘I/−1K1 D G1;
m_
‘D1
ran.T2 − z‘I/−1K2 D G2; (8.7)
and that
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jz‘j > max.kT1k; kT2k/; ‘ D 1; : : : ;m: (8.8)
Then, the two systems are unitarily equivalent, n1 D n2; and
V1.z/ D V2.z/:
Proof. Condition (8.8) forces the points z‘ to be in the resolvent sets of the op-
erators T1 and T2. Therefore the interpolation conditions V1.z‘/ D V2.z‘/ for ‘ D
1; : : : ;m can be rewritten as
K1 .T1 − z‘I/−1K1 D K2 .T2 − z‘I/−1K2; ‘ D 1; : : : ; n; (8.9)
that is, W1.z‘/ D W2.z‘/; ‘ D 1; : : : ;m. We furthermore claim that it holds thatD
.T1 − z‘I/−1K1; .T1 − zj I/−1K1
E
G1
D
D
.T1 − z‘I/−1K1; .T2 − zj I/−1K2
E
G2
(8.10)
for any  2 E and all ‘; j D 1; : : : ;m. Indeed, taking into account that
Im T1 D K1K1 ; Im T2 D K2K2 ;
we have that
.T1 − z‘I/−1 − .T 1 − zj I /−1
D .T 1 − zj I /−1

.T 1 − zj I / − .T1 − z‘I/

.T1 − z‘/−1
D −2i.T 1 − zj /−1K1K1 .T1 − z‘I/−1 C
C .z‘ − zj /.T 1 − zj /−1.T1 − z‘I/−1; (8.11)
and similarly for T2. Eqs. (8.9) and (8.11) lead to
K1 .T 1 − zj I /−1.T1 − z‘/−1K1 D K2 .T 2 − zj I /−1.T2 − z‘/−1K2; (8.12)
and hence to (8.10). Thanks to (8.12), we can define an operator U via
U.T1 − z‘I/−1K1 D .T2 − z‘I/−1K2 . 2 E; ‘ D 1; : : : ;m/: (8.13)
This operator is isometric and in fact unitary, thanks to the range conditions (8.7).
Rewriting (8.9) as
K1 UU.T1 − zj I/−1K1 D K2 .T2 − zj I/−1K2;
and taking into account the definition of U, we obtain that
K1 UU.T1 − zj I/−1K1 D K2 .T2 − zj I/−1K2:
The range conditions (8.7) then lead to K1 U D K2 . We now show that UT1 D T2U .
Condition (8.8) allows to write the power expansions
.T1 − zj I/−1 D − I
zj
− T1
z2j
− T
2
1
z3j
−    ;
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and
.T2 − zj I/−1 D − I
zj
− T2
z2j
− T
2
2
z3j
−   
for j D 1; : : : ; n. Definition (8.13) of U gives us
U
 
− I
zj
− T1
z2j
− T
2
1
z3j
−   
!
K1 D
 
− I
zj
− T2
z2j
− T
2
2
z3j
−   
!
K2;
and therefore
−UK1
zj
C U
 
−T1
z2j
− T
2
1
z3j
−   
!
K1 D −K2
zj
C
 
−T2
z2j
− T
2
2
z3j
−   
!
K2:
Since K2 D UK1 we obtain
U
T1
zj
 
− I
zj
− T1
z2j
− T
2
1
z3j
−   
!
K1 D T2
zj
 
− I
zj
− T2
z2j
− T
2
2
z3j
−   
!
K2
so that
UT1.T1 − zj I/−1K1 D T2.T2 − zj I/−1K2; j D 1; : : : ; n:
This last equation can be rewritten as
UT1U
−1U.T1 − zj I/−1K1 D T2.T2 − zj I/−1K2:
The range conditions (8.7) and the definition of U lead then to
UT1U
−1 D T2;
which concludes the proof. 
Remark 8.5. In the previous theorem, condition .8:8/ may be omitted when the
channel operators K1 and K2 are invertible.
We also note that the theorem is still true for infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces
G1 and G2 and for an infinite number of points.
Various properties of the operator T are reflected into properties of V . This leads
us to the next section and to the characterization of -accretive operators.
9. Accretive and -sectorial operators
The following families of operators were introduced by Kato [26, pp. 280, 318]
and studied in details in [18].
Definition 9.1. Let  2 .0;p=2/. A closed densely defined operator T acting on a
Hilbert space G is called -sectorial if for every  in the domainD of T, it holds that
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.cot /jImhT ; iGj 6 RehT ; iG: (9.1)
The operator T is in particular accretive:
RehT ; iG > 0 . 2 D.T //: (9.2)
The accretive operator is called extremal if it is not  sectorial for any  2 .0;p=2/.
In the present work, we will focus on bounded -sectorial operators and defer
the treatment of the general case to a later publication. We characterize -sectorial
operators in terms of the positivity of associated kernels, which contain as special
cases the kernels associated to Stieltjes functions. We show in Theorem 9.4 that if
N.z/ is the Herglotz–Nevanlinna function associated to the bounded operator T
(Definition 8.3), the operator is -sectorial if and only if the following conditions
are in force:
(1) The kernel (1.2) is positive in the sense of reproducing kernels in CC.
(2) The limit limz!1 N.z/ is equal to 0.
(3) The measure d in the representation (8.4) has compact support.
If the bounded operator T is -sectorial, the exact value of the angle  can be
computed via the formula
cot  D inf
2D.T /
RehT ; i
jImhT ; ij : (9.3)
When the state space is finite dimensional, the angle  can be given by another
formula.
Theorem 9.2. Let
 D

T K I
G E

be a Brodskii–Livsic time-invariant system with accretive main operator T (with both
G and E finite dimensional) and injective channel operator K. Then T is -sectorial
if and only if the limit
kV.0−/k def:D lim
x2R−;x!0
kV .x/k;
is finite. In this case, the angle  is given by the formula
tan  D kV.0−/k: (9.4)
Proof. Assume that the operator T is -sectorial. By K−1 we mean the inverse of K
on its range. It follows from (9.3) that
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cot D inf
2D.T /
h.Re T /; i
h.Im T /; i
D inf
2D.T /
h.Re T /; i
hKK; i
D inf
2D.T /
h.Re T /; i
hK;Ki
D inf
2D.T /
h.Re T / .K−1/K; .K−1/Ki
kKk2
D inf
2D.T /
hK−1.Re T /.K−1/K;Ki
kKk2
Dmin

K−1.Re T /.K−1/

D lim
x!0−
min

K−1.Re T − xI/.K−1/

D lim
x!0−
1
max
(
K−1.Re T − xI/.K−1/−1
D lim
x!0−
1
max
(
K.Re T − xI/−1K
D 1kV .0−/k : 
Corollary 9.3. The operator T is extremal if and only if
lim
x!0−
kV.x/k D 1:
The next theorem is of fundamental importance in the present work.
Theorem 9.4. Let
 D

T K I
G E

be a Brodskii–Livsic time-invariant system with bounded main operator T. The op-
erator T is -sectorial if and only if for every set of nonreal points z1; : : : ; zp (with
zk 6D z‘) and every set of vectors h1; : : : ; hp 2 E; the following inequalities are
valid:
pX
k;‘D1

V.zk/ − V.z‘/
zk − z‘ hk; h‘

E
> 0; (9.5)
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pX
k;‘D1

zkV .zk/ − z‘V.z‘/
zk − z‘ hk; h‘

E
> .cot / 
pX
k;‘D1
hV.z‘/  V.zk/hk; h‘iE: (9.6)
We first prove a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 9.5. An element N 2 Scot  for which limz!1 N.z/ D 0 and d.t/ has
compact support is of the form .8:3/.
Proof. The function N is in particular a Stieltjes function and admits the represen-
tation (see [27, Theorem A4, p. 392])
N.z/ D Q C
Z 1
0
d.t/
t − z ; (9.7)
where Q is a nonnegative matrix and where d is a positive matrix-valued measure
on the positive line such thatZ 1
0
d.t/
1 C t < 1:
Since Q D limz!1 N.z/ the hypothesis in the lemma implies Q D 0 since d is
summable; just take for T the operator of multiplication by the independent variable
in Ln2.d/ and K the imbedding of C
n into Ln2.d/. 
Proof of Theorem 9.4. Writing V.z/ D K.Re T − zI/−1K we obtain
V.zk/ − V.z‘/
zk − z‘
D 1
zk − z‘

K.Re T − zkI/−1K − K.Re T − z‘I /−1K

DK..Re T − z‘I/−1/.Re T − zkI/−1K:
Set now
k D .Re T − zkI/−1Khk .k D 1; 2; : : : ; n/; (9.8)
and
 D
nX
1
k: (9.9)
We get
nX
k;‘D1

V.zk/ − V.z‘/
zk − z‘
hk; h‘

E
D
nX
k;‘D1
hK.Re T − z‘I /−1.Re T − zkI/−1Khk; h‘iE
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D
nX
k;‘D1
hk; ‘iG
D h; iG > 0:
Since the operator T is -sectorial, then
cot   jhIm T ; ij 6 hRe T ; i: (9.10)
From (9.8) and (9.9) follows
nX
k;‘D1
hRe T k; ‘i > cot  
X
k;‘
hIm T k; ‘i: (9.11)
Since Im T D KK, we getX
k;‘D1
hRe T .Re T − zkI/−1Khk; .Re T − z‘I/−1Kh‘i
> cot  
X
k;‘
hKK.Re T − zkI/−1Khk; .Re T − z‘I/−1Kh‘i; (9.12)
which leads toX
k;‘D1
hK.Re T − z‘I /−1Re T .Re T − zkI/−1Khk; h‘iE
> cot  
X
k;‘D1
hK.Re T − z‘I /−1KK.Re T − zkI/−1Khk; h‘iE:
Since
K.Re T − z‘I /−1Re T .Re T − zkI/−1K
D K z

‘.Re T − z‘I /−1 − zkK.Re T − zkI/−1
z‘ − zk
K;
we obtain (9.5). We now turn to the converse statement, i.e., starting from a function
for which (9.5) and (9.6) hold, and showing that it is the Herglotz–Nevanlinna op-
erator associated to a -sectorial operator. By Lemma 9.5, the function N is of the
form (9.7) with Q D 0, i.e.,
N.z/ D
Z 1
0
d.t/
t − z ;
which we rewrite as N.z/ D K.A − zI/−1K with A self-adjoint. Set T D A C
iKK. The computations of the first part of the proof of the theorem can be read
backwards to lead that T is -sectorial. 
We remark that, when  D p=2, inequalities (9.6) and (9.5) express that V is a
Stieltjes function.
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10. Interpolation and Brodskii–Livsic scattering systems of minimal dimension
In this section, we gather applications of the interpolation results proved above
to the theory of Brodskii–Livsic scattering systems. The main idea is as follows:
solve an interpolation problem in the classScot  and look for values of the param-
eter for which the solutions are rational and tend to 0 at infinity. Then, we have
Brodskii–Livsic scattering systems.
The following result will be used in the sequel:
Proposition 10.1. Let J be given by .1:7/ and let W be a rational J-inner function,
i.e.,
W.z/JW.z/6J; z 2 CC; (10.1)
W.z/JW.z/DJ; z 2 R (10.2)
(z being a point of analyticity of W). Let W D .Wij /i;jD1;2 be the decomposition of
W into Cnn-valued blocks. Let N0 be a constant self-adjoint matrix and assume
det.W21.z/N0 C W22.z// 6 0: (10.3)
Then, the matrix-valued function
N.z/ D .W11.z/N0 C W12.z//.W21.z/N0 C W22.z//−1 (10.4)
is a Herglotz–Nevanlinna function of McMillan degree degW .
Before giving the proof, we recall the notion of McMillan degree. A rational
matrix-valued function r.z/ analytic at infinity can be written in the form
r.z/ D D C C.zIm − A/−1B;
where A;B;C and D are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The smallest dimen-
sion for the matrix A in this representation is called the McMillan degree of r. We
refer to [11] for more information.
Proof. To check that N defined by (10.4), it suffices to remark that
.N0 In/W.z/
JW.z/

N0
In

6.N0 In/J

N0
In

; z 2 CC; (10.5)
.N0 In/W.z/
JW.z/

N0
In

D.N0 In/J

N0
In

; z 2 R; (10.6)
and that
.N0 In/J

N0
In

D 0:
The claim on the degree uses reproducing kernel arguments as in [7,8]. The repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space H.W/ with reproducing kernel .J − W.w/JW.z/=
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−i.z − w// has dimension degW , and the map F 7! F (N.z/In  is unitary fromH.W/
onto the reproducing kernel Hilbert space with reproducing kernel .N.z/ − N.w/=
z − w/. Finally, the dimension of this last space is equal to the McMillan degree
of N. 
In the following theorem, the interpolation values are complex numbers.
Theorem 10.2. Let z1; : : : ; zp 2 CC and v1; : : : ; vp be interpolation data and as-
sume that the matrix with ‘; j entry equal to .v‘ − vj /=.z‘ − zj / is strictly positive.
Then there exists a prime interpolation Brodskii–Livsic system
 D

T K J
G C

;
with dim G D p.
The main operator T is -sectorial if and only if the p  p hermitian matrix with
‘; j entry equal to
z‘v‘ − zj vj
z‘ − zj
− cot  v‘vj
is nonnegative. Assume this matrix strictly positive. Then, there is a solution with
state space of dimension p.
Proof. The existence of a function N in the class Scot  for which N.zj / D vj for
j D 1; : : : ; p follows from the general theorems stated above. From Corollary 5.6 we
see that we can take the choice of parameter G  0 to obtain the required function:
N.z/ D W12.z/W22.z/−1: (10.7)
This function has McMillan degree p, and so dim G D p. 
More generally:
Theorem 10.3. In the notation and with the hypothesis in Theorem 5:5; the interpo-
lation problem has a solution of McMillan degree, the degree of W, with N.1/ D 0;
and so N is the Herglotz–Nevanlinna function associated to a finite dimensional
-sectorial operators.
It suffices to take G  0.
11. Interpolation and Brodskii–Livsic scattering: explicit solutions
The results in the present section are mostly consequences of the main results
of the first part of the paper. They deal with the scalar case and we include them
for illustration of the general theory. Also, we provide explicit constructions of the
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various systems. In this and the next sections, we denote by fzk; k D 1; : : : ;mg and
fvk; k D 1; : : : ;mg an interpolation data (with zk 6D zj ) and we set
P D
 
vk − vj
zk − zj
!
k;jD1;:::;m
; Q D
 
zkvk − zj vj
zk − zj
!
k;jD1;:::;m
: (11.1)
Theorem 11.1. Let fzk; k D 1; : : : ;mg 2 CC and fvk; k D 1; : : : ;mg be an inter-
polation data for which the matrix P is strictly positive. Then there exists an interpo-
lation Brodskii–Livsic scattering system  with state space of dimension m solution
of the corresponding interpolation problem. The main operator is -sectorial if and
only if 
zkvk − zj vj
zk − zj
!
k;jD1;:::;m
> cot 

vkv

j

k;jD1;:::;m : (11.2)
Proof. Consider the space Cm with the inner product
h; iCmP D P: (11.3)
It is readily seen that the operator
!
A D P−1Q is self-adjoint with respect to this inner
product. Set
!
g D P−1’; ’ D
0
B@
v1
:::
vm
1
CA : (11.4)
The operators
!
T D!A Cih; !g iCmP
!
g ; (11.5)
!
K cDc  !g (11.6)
satisfy Im
!
T D !K !K

and therefore define a Brodskii–Livsic scattering system
!
 .
Set
V!

.z/D !K

.
!
A −zI/−1 !K
D !K

.Re
!
T −zI/−1 !K : (11.7)
We will denote by the same notation the representation of this operator by a scalar.
We check that V!

.zk/ D vk; k D 1; : : : ;m. We have that
.Q − zkP/j;k D
zkvk − zj vj
zk − zj
− zk
vk − vj
zk − zj
D vj : (11.8)
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From (11.8), it follows that the kth column of the matrix P − zkQ is equal to ’
(defined in (11.4)). Hence, .!A − zkIm/ek D
!
g (where ek denotes the m  1 column
vector whose all entries are equal to 0, besides the kth one, which is equal to 1).
Therefore,
V!

.zk/D
!
A − zkIm
−1 !
g ;
!
g

CmP
Dhek; giCmP
D
D
Pek; P
−1!g
E
CmP
D
D
Pek; P
−1!g
E
Cm
D
D
ek;
!
g
E
CmDvk:
So we proved that the Brodskii–Livsic scattering system of the form (11.5) and (11.6)
is the interpolation system for the Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation problem. If the
operator
!
T is -sectorial, it follows from Theorem 9.4 that (11.2) holds.
Suppose conversely that (11.2) holds. We prove that the operator !T is -sectorial.
Condition (11.2) implies that for an arbitrary vector  D .j / 2 Cm, we have the
inequality
cot 
mX
k;jD1
vkv

j k

j 6
mX
k;jD1
zkvk − zj vj
zk − zj
k

j ;
i.e.,
cot 
 
nX
1
vkk
! 
nX
1
vj j
!
6 hQ; iCn :
This inequality can be rewritten as
cot 
 
nX
1
vkk
! 
nX
1
vj j
!
6 h!A; iCmP : (11.9)
Besides, we have
h; !g iCmP D hP; P−1’iCn D h; ’iCm: (11.10)
It follows from (11.9) and (11.10) that
cot jh; !g iCmP j2 6 h
!
A; iCmP ;
or
cot jImh!T ; iCmP j 6 Reh
!
T ; iCmP :
Thus the operator
!
T is -sectorial. 
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Theorem 11.2. Let z1; : : : ; zm 2 CC and v1; : : : ; vm be an interpolation data. If the
Brodskii–Livsic scattering system
 D

T K I
G C

; Im T D KK;
is an interpolation system for the Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation problem with dim
G D m; if the zk are not eigenvalues of the main operator T and if it holds that
m_
kD1
.T − zkI/−1KC D Cm; (11.11)
then the matrix P is strictly positive. The given system is unitarily equivalent to the
system
!
 of the form .11:5/ and .11:6/ and
m_
kD1
Ran.
!
T −zkI/−1
!
K D CnP: (11.12)
Proof. Set V.z/ D K.Re T − zI/−1K . Then,
V.zk/ − V.zj /
zk − zj
DK.Re T − zj I /−1.Re T − zkI/−1K
DK.Re T − zj I /−1KK−1.K−1/K.Re T − zkI/−1K
Dx2V.zj /V.zk/;
where we have set K−1.K−1/ D x2I (K−1 denotes the inverse of K on its range).
Since the function V.z/ solves the interpolation problem associated to the interpo-
lation data we have
vk − vj
zk − zj
D x2vj vk: (11.13)
We now show that the matrix P is nonsingular. Let  D .j / 2 Cm be in the kernel
of P. Then,
mX
kD1
vk − vj
zk − zj
k D 0; j D 1; : : : ;m: (11.14)
Equation (11.13) then implies that
mX
kD1
x2vj vkk D 0; j D 1; : : : ;m;
and hence
mX
kD1
vkk D 0; (11.15)
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i.e.,
Pm
kD1 K.Re T − zkI/−1Kk D 0. Thus, we have
mX
kD1
.Re T − zkI/−1Kk D 0: (11.16)
The operator T has a one-dimensional imaginary part. Therefore T can be represented
in the form
T D Re T C ih; gig: (11.17)
It follows from (11.11) that the vectors
xk D 2.T − zkI/−1g; k D 1; : : : ;m; (11.18)
are linearly independent. It follows from (11.17) that
xk D .2 − ihxk; gi/.Re T − zkI/−1g: (11.19)
Set
!.z/ D 1 − 2ih.T − zI/−1g; gi: (11.20)
We then have
xk D .1 C !.zk//.Re T − zkI/−1g: (11.21)
The function ! is the characteristic operator-valued function of T; since the zk are not
the eigenvalues of T, we have j!.zk/j > 1. We may suppose K.1/ D g and therefore
(11.16) implies that
mX
kD1
k
1 C !.zk/xk D 0:
Since the vectors xk are linearly independent, we obtain that k=.1 C !.zk// D 0,
and therefore k D 0, that is, P is nonsingular. Therefore we can consider the Brod-
skii–Livsic scattering system
!
 of the form (11.5) and (11.6). Since
!
 is also an
interpolation system we have that
V!

.zk/ D vk: (11.22)
Thus
V!

.zk/ D V.zk/ D vk; k D 1; : : : ;m; (11.23)
and
K.Re T − zkI/−1K D
!
K

.Re
!
T − zkI/−1
!
K; k D 1; : : : ;m: (11.24)
Hence we obtain that
W.zk/ D W!

.zk/; k D 1; : : : ;m; (11.25)
that is
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K.T − zkI/−1K D
!
K

.
!
T − zkI/−1
!
K; k D 1; : : : ;m: (11.26)
The operator U defined by
U.T − zkI/−1K D .
!
T − zkI/−1
!
K (11.27)
is isometric from G onto CPm and satisfies
!
K D UK: (11.28)
We leave to the reader to check that (11.27) implies that
UT D !T U (11.29)
and therefore  and
!
 are unitarily equivalent. Hence V.z/ D V!

.z/ and the theo-
rem is proved. 
Theorem 11.3. Let zk and vk be an interpolation data with zk 2 CC for which the
matrix P D ..vk − vj /=.zk − zj // is strictly positive. Assume that zki ; i D 1; : : : ; p;
are eigenvalues of T. Then,
vk1 D    D vkp D i: (11.30)
Proof. If P is invertible, Theorem 11.1 implies that there exists a Brodskii–Livsic
scattering system
!
 of the form (11.5) and (11.6) which is an interpolation system
for the given system. Thus,
V!

.zk/ D vk; k D 1; : : : ; n;
and
V!

.zk/ D
!
K

.Re
!
T − zkI/−1
!
K:
Recall that
W!

.z/ D i
V!

.z/ − 1
V!

.z/ C 1 : (11.31)
It is proved in the theory of nonselfadjoint operators that the spectrum of the operator
!
T coincides with the set of singular points of W!

. Therefore the zki are poles of W!

and limz!zkm W! D 1. Hence
vkm D lim
z!zkm
V!

.z/ D i;
thanks to (11.31). 
The converse of this theorem is now considered.
Theorem 11.4. Let z1; : : : ; zm and v1; : : : ; vm be interpolation data with zk 2 CC.
Assume the matrix P D ..vk − vj /=.zk − zj // is strictly positive. Assume that .11:30/
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holds. Then zk1; : : : ; zkp are eigenvalues of the operator T defined by .11:5/ and
.11:6/.
Proof. If the matrix P is strictly positive, Theorem 11.1 implies that the interpola-
tion Nevanlinna–Pick problem is solvable with a Brodskii–Livsic scattering system
of the form (11.5) and (11.6). Thus,
V!

.zkm/ D i; m D 1; : : : ; p:
Since
W!

.z/ D
1 − iV!

.z/
1 C iV!
 .z/
; (11.32)
we get
lim
z!zkj
W!

.z/ D lim
z!zkj
1 − iV!

.z/
1 C iV!

.z/
D 1; m D 1; : : : ; p:
This means that the zkj are poles of W!

.z/, i.e., of the characteristic function of
!
T .
Therefore, they are eigenvalues of
!
T . 
Theorem 11.5. Let zk; k D 1; : : : ;m and vk D i; k D 1; : : : ;m; be an interpola-
tion data with zk 2 CC. Then there exists a unique (up to unitary equivalence) Brod-
skii–Livsic scattering system solution of the corresponding interpolation problem
with state space of dimension m.
Proof. Set W.z/ D QmkD1.z − zk/=.z − zk/ and T4 to be
T4 D
0
BB@
z1 i
p
2 Im z1
p
2 Im z2    ip2 Im z1p2 Im zm
0 z2    ip2 Im z2p2 Im zm
   
0 0    zm
1
CCA : (11.33)
Then,
Im T4 D g4  g4 (11.34)
with
g4 D
0
BBB@
p
Im z1p
Im z2
:::p
Im zm
1
CCCA : (11.35)
Consider the Brodskii–Livsic system
4 D

T4 K4 1
Cm C

; (11.36)
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where K4.c/ D c  g4, c 2 C. The characteristic function of the triangular system
4 is
W24.z/ D 1 − 2ig4.T4 − zI/−1g4 D
mY
kD1
z − zk
z − zk : (11.37)
The function
V24.z/ D i
W24.z/ − 1
W24.z/ C 1
(11.38)
clearly satisfies the interpolation conditions
V24.zk/ D i; k D 1; : : : ;m: (11.39)
Therefore the triangular Brodskii–Livsic scattering system (11.36) is the interpola-
tion system for the stated Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation problem.
Let the system
 D

T K J
G C

; dim G D m; Im T D KK;
be the interpolation system (Brodskii–Livsic scattering system) in the Nevanlinna–
Pick interpolation problem for the data zk; k D 1; : : : ; n and vk D i; k D 1; : : : ;m.
Without loss of generality, we will assume that Im T D . ; /g and K.1/ D g. Then,
K.x/ D .x; g/Gg. Define V.z/ and W.z/ as above, with this choice of T and K.
Obviously (since  is the interpolation system),
V.zk/ D i; k D 1; : : : ;m; (11.40)
and
lim
z!zkj
1 − iV.z/
1 C iV.z/ D 1; j D 1; : : : ;m:
Therefore, each point zk is a pole of W.z/. According to the well-known result of
Livsic [17,28], the zk are exactly the points of the spectrum of T since dimG D n.
Therefore, by the same result of Livsic,
W.z/ D
mY
1
z − zk
z − zk D W4.z/: (11.41)
By the theorem of Livsic about unitary equivalence of systems, the systems  and
4 are unitary equivalent and therefore
V.z/ D V4.z/:  (11.42)
Corollary 11.6. Let zk be arbitrary points in the open upper half-plane. There exists
a unique matrix U such that
UPU D Im;
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U
 
2i
zk − zj
!−1  
i
 
zk C zj
zk − zj
!
− iP
!
D T4U;
and
U
 
2i
zk − zj
!−1 0BBB@
−i
−i
:::
−i
1
CCCA D
0
B@
p
Im z1
:::p
Im zm
1
CA ; (11.43)
where
P D
0
BBB@
1 1    1
1 1    1
:::
:::
1 1    1
1
CCCA ;
and T4 is of the form (11.33).
Proof. The matrix P D .2i=.zk − zj // is strictly positive and the function V4.z/
defined by (11.38) satisfies V4.zk/ D i for k D 1; : : : ; n. It has been shown that the
system
!
 of the form (11.5) and (11.6) also generates a solution of this Nevanlinna–
Pick interpolation problem, of the form
V!

.z/ D h.!A − zI/−1!g ; !g iCnP;
where
!
ADP−1
 
zk C zj
zk − zj
!
;
(11.44)
!
g DP−1
0
B@
−i
:::
−i
1
CA :
If we denote once again
V!

.z/ D !K

.Re
!
T − zI/−1 !K; (11.45)
we get that V!

.zk/ D i and
W4.z/ D W!

.z/; (11.46)
where W4.z/ has the form (11.37) and W!

.z/ has the form
W!

.z/ D I − 2i !K

.
!
T − zI/−1 !K: (11.47)
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There exits thus a unique unitary mapping U from CnB onto Cn such that
U
!
T D T4U; U
!
K D K4: (11.48)
The fact that U is an isometry means that
UPU D I: (11.49)
Taking into account (11.33), (11.36), (11.5) and (11.6) we get that the relations
(11.48) and (11.49) coincide with (11.43). 
Theorem 11.7. Let zk and vk be an interpolation data with zk 2 CC. Assume the
matrix P strictly positive and the matrix Q nonnegative. The operator
!
T defined by
.11:5/ is extremal if and only if det Q D 0 and for the unitary operator U on CnP for
which
U
!
AU
 D UP−1QU D diag.0; : : : 0; 1; : : : ; q/ (11.50)
(with i > 0; p elements equal to 0 and p C q D n) at least one from the first p
coordinates of the vector U!g with respect to the orthonormal basis of eigenvectors
of the self-adjoint operator !A D P−1Q is not equal to 0.
Proof. Set
V.z/ D h.P−1Q − zI/−1
!
g ;
!
g iCmP ; (11.51)
and let
!
T be of the form (11.5) be an extremal operator. From Theorem 9.2 we have
that
lim
x!0−
kV.x/k D lim
x!0−
h.P−1Q C xI/−1!g ; !g iCmP D 1: (11.52)
Assume that Q is invertible. Then,
lim
x!0−
.P−1Q C xI/−1 D Q−1P; (11.53)
and the limit (11.52) would then finite. Therefore, det Q D 0. Since the operator !A is
self-adjoint, there exists a unitary operator U on CnP for which (11.50) holds. Suppose
that all the p first coordinates of the vector U
!
g with respect to this orthonormal basis
are equal to 0, i.e.,
U
!
g D
0
BBBBBBBB@
0
:::
0
1
:::
q
1
CCCCCCCCA
;
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with i 6D 0. We have
kV!

.0−/kD lim
"!0h.P
−1Q C "I/−1!g ; !g iCnP
D lim
"!0hU.P
−1Q C "I/−1UU!g ;U!g iCnP
D lim
"!0h.U.P
−1Q C "I/U/−1U!g ;U!g iCnP
D lim
"!0
*
0
BBBBBB@
1
"
0 0
.
.
.
0 1
"
0 0
1
1C"
1
qC"
1
CCCCCCA
0
BBBBBBBB@
0
:::
0
1
:::
q
1
CCCCCCCCA
;
0
BBBBBBBB@
0
:::
0
1
:::
q
1
CCCCCCCCA
+
Cn
D lim
"!0
qX
1
1
k C " jkj
2 6D 1;
since
!
g 6D 0. This contradiction gives the proof of the necessity. Conversely, assume
det Q D 0. With the notation already used above, assume that there is  6D 0 such
that
U
!
g D
0
BBBBBBBBB@
:::

:::
1
:::
q
1
CCCCCCCCCA
:
We have
j lim
"!0 V
!

.−"/jD lim
"!0h.P
−1Q C "I/−1!g ; !g iCnP
Dh.UP−1QU C "I/−1U!g ;U!g iCnP
D lim
"!0
*
diag

1
"
; : : : ;
1
"
;
1
1 C " ; : : : ;
1
q C "

0
BBBBBBBBB@
:::

:::
1
:::
q
1
CCCCCCCCCA
;
0
BBBBBBBBB@
:::

:::
1
:::
q
1
CCCCCCCCCA
+
Cn
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> lim
"!0
jj2
"
D 1:
Applying Theorem 9.2 we see that
!
T is extremal. 
Theorem 11.8. Let fzkg and fvkg be an interpolation data with zk 2 CC. Suppose
that the matrix Q and P defined above are strictly positive. Then, the operator !T in
(11.5) is -sectorial and the angle  is given by
tan  D hQ−1’; ’iCm; ’ D
0
B@
v1
:::
vn
1
CA : (11.54)
Proof. By Theorem 9.2,
tan DkV .0−/k
D lim
x!0−
D
.P−1Q C xI/−1!g ; !g
E
CmP
D
D
Q−1P
!
g ;
!
g
E
CmP
D
D
Q−1P
!
g ; P
!
g
E
Cm
;
which allows us to conclude since g D P−1’. 
Corollary 11.9. Let fzkg and fvkg be an interpolation data (with zk 6D zj / for which
the matrices P and Q are strictly positive. Then
Q > 1hQ−1’; ’iCm
’’: (11.55)
Proof. The result follows from Theorems 11.1, 11.8 and inequality (11.2). 
Theorem 11.10. Let fzkg and fvkg be an interpolation data with zk 2 CC. Suppose
also that the matrix Q D ..zkvk − zj vj /=.zk − zj // is strictly positive. Assume that
the Brodskii–Livsic scattering system
 D

T K I
G C

is an interpolation system in the Nevanlinna–Pick interpolation problem with
dim G D n for which the zk are not in the spectrum of T and such that
m_
kD1
.T − zkI/−1KC D G:
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Then, the main operator T is -sectorial and the value of the angle  is given by
formula .11:54/.
Proof. Theorem 11.2 (or the analysis of the first part of the paper) implies that the
matrix P D ..vk − vj /=.zk − zj // is strictly positive. The same theorem implies that
 is unitarily equivalent to the system (11.5) and (11.6). Theorem 11.8 implies then
that the main operator T is -sectorial and that the angle  is given by (11.54). 
12. Examples
(1) In this section, we present two illustrative examples. The first one is scalar: We
let z1 D i and v1 D "i with " and  strictly positive numbers. It is readily computed
that
PD "

> 0; (12.1)
QD0; (12.2)
!
g D−i; (12.3)
!
T D ih; !g iC
!
g
D.i"/; (12.4)
!
AD0: (12.5)
Hence,
V!

.z/ D −"
z
: (12.6)
The interpolation condition
V!

.i/ D i" (12.7)
is clearly satisfied. The operator
!
T is extremal. When " 6D 1, the number z1 D i is
not an eigenvalue of
!
T , and the system
!
 is the unique Brodskii–Livsic system with
dimension of the state space equal to 1 and satisfying the interpolation condition.
When " D 1, Theorem 11.5 allows us still to conclude to uniqueness of the Brod-
skii–Livsic interpolation system. In this case, z1 D i is an eigenvalue of
!
T .
(2) For the second example, take
T D

i 1
1 0

:
Then,
Re T D

0 1
1 0

; g D

1
0

:
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Furthermore,
V.z/ D h.Re T − zI/−1g; gi D z1 − z2 :
Choose the points z1 D 2i and z2 D 3i. Then,
V.z1/ D 2i5 ; V .z2/ D
3i
10
:
Thus
.Re T − z1/−1g D
 
2i
5
1
5
!
; .Re T − z2I/−1g D
 
3i
10
1
10
!
:
The eigenvalues of T T  are equal to ..3  p5/=2/ and thus
min fjz1j; jz2jg > kT k:
We are in the setting of the Uniqueness Theorem 8.4, and the colligation is given by
 D
0
@

i 1
1 0

Kc D c 

1
0

J D 1
C2 C
1
A : (12.8)
We now compute the model interpolation solution presented in Theorem 11.1 of
Section 11. We have
P D
 1
5
7
50
7
50
1
10
!
; Q D
 
0 i50
− i50 0
!
;
and thus
!
A D P−1Q D

7i 5i
−10i −7i

:
Furthermore, we have
!
g D P−1

v1
v2

D

5i
−10i

:
Thus the corresponding colligation is equal to
!
 D
0
BBBBBB@

5i 72 i−6i −4i
 !
K c D c 

5i
−10i

J D 1
C20
@ 15 750
7
50
1
10
1
A C
1
CCCCCCA
: (12.9)
The colligations (12.8) and (12.9) are unitarily equivalent by Remark 8.5.
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